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atmospheric ensem ble forecasts requires substantial
additional research and development (including
defining a role for human forecasters to add value)
before a re liable operation al system can be
implemented.
The bas ic strategy of the simp lified short
range ensemble precipitation preprocessor is to use
a simple statistical model to account for the
unc ertainty in existing deterministic forecasts. Th is
strategy is being applied to temperature, or other
variables, as w ell as precipitation. Un certainty in
precipitation forecasts is particularly challenging to
represent because of the interm ittent nature of
precip itation and because of the significant scaledependency of the skill of the forecasts.
An exam ple joint distribution of precipitation
forecas ts and observed precipitation events is shown
in Figure 1. T he d ata in F igure 1 can be use d to
create a statistica l m odel of the joint distribution of
forecas ts and observations. This joint distribution can
then be used to create a conditional distribution for
the observations, given a fo recast.
And this
conditional distribution can be used to create an
ensem ble of precipitation events by re-scaling
observed historical eve nts . Th is is essentia lly a
Bayesian approach and Bayesian techniques can be
use d to estim ate the m ode l param eters .

1. INTRODUCTION
Reliable Ens em ble Streamflow Prediction
(ESP) requires unbiased ensemble precipitation
forecas ts as input to hydrologic forecast models.
Because meteorological forecast information may
conta in a variety of different kinds of biases, an ESP
preprocessing system is used in NW S River Forecast
Center (RFC) operations to remove these biases.
These statistical preprocessing techniques have
param eters (coefficients and exponents) that must be
calibrated.
The calibration varies spatially and
seasonally throughout an RFC area of res ponsibility.
In mountainous areas the calibration may vary with
each hydrologic sub-basin.
An historical
meteorological forecast archive of forecasts
representative of c urrent operation al fo recasts is
needed to provide data to calibrate statistical
preprocessor parameters. Typically the length of
available archive is quite limited so uncertainty in the
parameter estimates m ay pose important limitations
on the skill of hydrologic forecasts. This paper
analyzes the effect of archive duration on th e
accuracy of preprocessor parameter estimates and
on the skill and reliability of the adjusted sho rt range
ensemble precipitation forecasts
2. NWS SHORT-RANGE PREPROCESSOR AND
ENSEMBLE PRECIPITATION GENERATOR
The initial strategy to develop short range (15 days) ens em ble precipitation forecast applications
for AHPS is to synthesize ensemble forecasts from
existing deterministic forecasts produced by the
Hydrometeorological Prediction Center (HPC) and
used in existing RFC forecast operations. Ultim ate ly,
the strategy is to apply ensemble forecasts from
regional and global ensemble forecast systems
operated at the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP). But hydrologic application of
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Figure 1 - Joint distribution of forecasts and
observations
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The joint distribution statistical model has
seven param eters that must be estimated from
historical data. Most (6) of these can be estimated by
considering the marginal distributions of the forecasts
and the observations. The marginal distributions
represent the climatology of the forecasts and the
observations. These marginal distributions can be
parameterized. Climatological statistics such as
prob ability of precipitation (POP), mean of the
conditional distribution of precipitation (given
precipitation occurs) (CAVG ) and the coefficient of
variation of the conditional distribution (CCV) can be
used to estimate param eter values of th is
para m eterization.
Historical values of CCV for observed
precipitation tend to be near or slightly more than 1.0.
Ac cordingly, a W eibull distribution usually fits the
observed precip itation data fairly well.
The
distribution of precipitation forecasts depends on the
sk ill of the forecast. If the skill is very high the
forecast distribution may resemble the precipitation
distribution. As forecast skill diminishes, the mean of
the forecast approaches the climatological mean, the
CCV diminishes and the P OP increase s.
We
generally use either a Gamm a or W eibull distribution
to parameterize the forecast climatology. Note that
when CCV = 1.0, the W eibull, Gam ma and
Exponential distribution s are identic al. S o if C CV is
near 1.0 the exact ch oice of dis tributio n is not a major
issue.
The seventh parameter of the joint
distribution model is a correlation parameter. The
climatological distributions are u sed by the m ode l to
map observed and forecast values into a special
“anom aly” space where the climatology of the
anomalies are standard norm al deviate s.
T his
anom aly space is illustrated in Figure 2 where

variables u an d v are standa rd no rm al deviate
transformations of forecasts and observations,
respectively. The c urves sho wn in Figure 2 are
contours of the bivariate standard normal joint density
function f(u,v).
Correlation parameter (RHO ) is the
correlation coefficient of this transform ed joint
distribution. Th is param ete r is the only parameter that
represe nts the skill (i.e. resolution) of the fo recast.
The other parameters control the reliability or
calibra tion of the forecast.
The conditional distribution of future
precipitation to be expected for a given fo recast is
derived by first tran sform ing the forecas t to a forecast
anom aly (variable u in Figure 2) using the marginal
forecast climatology distribution. Then a conditional
distribution, f(v|u), for the future precipitatio n anom aly
is derived from the bivariate standardized normal
prob ability distribution using parameter RH O. Fin ally
the conditional future precipitation anomaly
distribution, f(v|u), is transformed to a conditional
precipitation distribu tion using the marginal
precipitation climatology distribution.
No te that this approach compensates for
sys tem atic differences between pr ec ipita tion
forecasts and precipitation observations.
3. NWS PARAMETER ESTIMATION STRATEGY
The param eters to be estimated
archived forecasts and observations are:

from

Fo recast C lim ato logy:
POP fcst
CAVG fcst
CCV fcst
Observed Climatology
POP Obs
CAVG Obs
CCV Obs
Correlation Parameter
RHO
These statistics vary sp atially, seas ona lly and with
forecast lead tim e. All of the statis tics are scale
dependent . An im portant application decision is the
space and tim e scale at wh ich this tec hnique will be
applied. These scales should be large eno ugh to
capture most of the skill in the forecast. One of the
limitations of this technique is that forecast skill for
agg rega te precipitation amounts larger than the
application scale is lost. Accordingly, ensemble

Figure 2 - Joint distribution tran sform ed to
standard normal deviate anomaly-space
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forecas ts will tend to over estimate uncertainty at
larger sca les. Conversely at sm aller sc ales there is
m ore uncertainty than would be included in a
determ inistic dow n sc aling of the ensem ble members.
According ly, some kind of statistical down scaling
may be useful to increase uncertainty at smaller
scales.
Initial NW S application strategy is to apply the
technique dire ctly to each RF C sub-basin and to each
6-hour computational time step. The conditional
prec ipitation fo recasts are u sed to re-scale historical
events independently for each sub-basin and each
tim e step. But the internal pattern structure of the
historical events assures that the Pearson rank
correlation structure of all properties of the ensembles
are exactly the sam e as in the historical data. T his
includes joint relationships between precipitation and
tem perature and between any arbitrary combination
of points in space and time - anywhere in the U.S.
But issues of scale dependency of the fo recast s kill
need to be evaluated and better understood.
Since the length of historical archive is very
limited (only a few years), it is essential to use
“neighboring” values in time (and possibly spac e) to
estim ate model parameters. Smoothed climatological
statistics for each R FC s ub-area are estimated using
a 45-day window both before and after a given day of
the year. This assures smoothly varying parameter
values seasonally during the year. Additional spatial
smoothing of the local seasonally varying param eters
may be desirable and is being considered.
Initial experience with the technique has been
positive (Mullusky et al, J5.5 this Conference), but
there is som e evidence that param eter u nce rtainty
may be larg e en oug h to lim it the sk ill of the hydrologic
forecasts. In one cas e the lo ca l parameters for one
of the RFC sub-areas had to be replaced by the
parameters for a neighboring sub-area.
One way to investigate the effect of limited
archive data on param eter uncertainty and the
subsequent effect of param eter uncertain ty on
forecast resolution (skill) and reliability is through
numerical simulation experiments. That approach is
used in this study as described below.

and on ensemble forecast verification statistics. The
ration ale behind this system is that if the statistical
relationship between forecasts and observation s is
similar to that assumed by the NWS ESP short range
preprocessor and ensem ble generator, then it can be
used to simulate the way data are archived and used
to forecast future events. The numerical simulation
process is as follows:
4.1 Ass um e “T rue” Param eters
Parameter uncertainty and degradation of
ensem ble forecast verification statistics resulting from
limited length of historical archives depends on the
climatology of e vents and on the skill of the
determ inistic meteorological forecast. For a given
climatology and level of forecast sk ill the numerical
simulation system can estimate the effect of length of
historical data archive. Therefore, values of the “true”
model parameters must be assum ed and are
provided as input to the system. Many different
assumptions can be made and the system will provide
results for ea ch a ssu m ption. Below, results will be
presented for one typical set of assumed m odel
parameters.
These assumed param eters define the “true”,
but unknow n, fore cas t enviro nm ent.
4.2 Generate Long Reference Set of Observations
and F orecas ts
The joint distribution m odel described ab ove
is used to generate a very long set of pairs of
forecas ts and obs erva tions c ons istent w ith the m odel.
This reference data set represe nts an unconstrained
leng th arch ive that wou ld never be prac tical to
achieve but where there is very little effect of
parameter uncertainty on the results. Statistics of the
reference data are computed to assure that the data
are consistent with the assumed m odel parameter
value s.
Each referenc e foreca st is then used to
gen erate a precipitation ensemble forecast. These
ensem ble forecasts are then verified using the
observed reference values. The reference verification
statistics represent the limit of how well the forecast
system can be expected to perform for the given
clim ate scenario and underlying skill (defined by
RHO) of the deterministic meteorological forecasts.
Therefore, the results of subsequent simulation
experim ents will be co m pare d to the resu lts of the
referenc e da ta set.

4.
DESIGN O F A NUMERICAL SIMULATION
SYSTEM
A system to conduct numerical simulation
exp erim ents has been developed and used to test the
potential effect of lim ited historical archives of
forecas ts and obs erva tions o n pa ram eter u nce rtainty
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4.3 Simulate Replicate Archive
Ob servations and F orecas ts

Samples

statistic. In the verification literatu re this sta tistic
wo uld be called a skill score because the value of the
sta tistic is scaled by the climatological variance of the
observa tion s (W ilks , 1995). T he sta tistic is

of

Different lengths of historical archive are
considered. For each archive length , m any replicate
simulations are made. Parameter values for each
replica te archive for each arc hive duration are
computed.

(1/n)j (ENSavg-OBS) 2
EnsSS = 1 ------------------------------(1/n)j (OBS-OBSavg) 2
where,

4.4 Estimate Param eter Valu es fro m Sam ple
Archive and Simulate Future Forecast Operations

ENSavg = Ensemble mean
OBS = Corresponding observation
OBSavg = Average observation

Each set of simulated archive data are used
to estim ate parameter values and to sim ulate future
forecast operations that could occur using each
estimated parameter set. The forecast simulation
involves generating an additional long period of
simulated future determ inistic forecast and
observation pairs con sistent with the “true “ model
parameter values. Then, estimated parameters from
the simu lated archive are used together with the
additional long p eriod of sim ulated future forecas ts to
gen erate precipitation ensemble forecasts. The
ensem ble forecasts are then verified using
observations from the additional long period of
simulated forecast and observation pairs that are
con sistent with the “true ” forecas t enviro nm ent.

and the sum m atio n is taken ove r the set of n
ensem ble forecasts for a given starting time and
forecast period.
If the forecasts are u nbiased (I e. forecast
mean and standard deviation is the same as
observed) then EnsSS is equal to the square of the
correlation coefficient. In that case EnsSS is a direct
measu re of forecast resolution. Because EnsSS is
affected by forecas t bias, it is a com posite m easure
of res olution and re liability.
This skill score can be applied to measure the
sk ill relationship between the mean of the entire
ensem ble and the observed value. This measures
the aggregate skill of the forecast. It also can be
applied to the conditional part of the forecast that
gives the conditional probability of precipitation if
precipitation should occur. The conditional ensem ble
mean skill score CEnsSS m easures th e skill
relationship between the mean of the conditional
distribution of precipitation and the observed value,
conditioned on events when precipitation occurs.

4.5
Com pute Summ ary Statistics for Each
Archive Reco rd Len gth
Sum m ary
param eter
and
ensemble
verification statistics are aggregated over the set of
replica te archives for each archive record length. As
the arch ive rec ord length increases parameter
unc ertainty is expected to decrease, uncertainty in
verification statistics should diminish and average
values of verification statistics should improve.
5.
ENSEMBLE
STATISTICS

FORECAST

(1)

5.2 Brier S kill Score

VERIFICATION

A m easure of accuracy of the forecast
prob ability of precipitation is the Brier score (Wilks,
1995). The Brier skill score is defined as

Several different ensem ble verification statistics were
used in this study to illustrate how parameter
uncertainty m ay affect forecast resolution and
reliability. This is not m eant to be an exh austive
analysis of all possible verification statistics. The few
used in this study are explained briefly below.

BSS = 1 - BS / BSC

(5)

where BS is the Brier score,
BS = (1/n) j (p i - I(obs i)) 2

(6)

pi =
probability of event i occurring
I(obs i) = indicator variable (1 if event occurs, else 0)
n=
num ber o f events

5.1 Ens em ble Me an S kill Score
A statistic that is closely related to the
correlation coeffic ient is the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency
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and BS C is the clim ato logically expected value of BS,
BSC = p * (1-p)

Table 1 - Assumed Param eter Values

(7)

Parameter

Value

whe re p is the clima tological probab ility of the event.

POPobs

0.20

5.3 Measu res of Fo recast Re liability

CAVG obs

10.0

The reliability of probab ility forecas ts
(conditioned on precipitation occurring) can be
assessed by constructing what is known as a
reliability diagram (W ilks,199 5).
The re liability
diagram is create d as follows . First, each ensem ble
forecast is used to find the forecast probability of
observing a value less than or equal to the observed
value for that forecast. Then, these p robabilities are
sorted in increasing order. If the forecas ts were
perfectly reliable these probabilities would form a
uniform distribution. Therefore, points on the uniform
prob ability distribution are plotted on the forecast
prob ability axis of the reliability diagram and the
observed relative frequency is taken from the forecast
probability associated with the observation.
The magnitude of the vertical deviation of the
observed relative frequency from the 45-degree
diagonal is a me asure of reliability (W ilks, 19 95). In
this study we using the RMS value of this deviation
as a measure of reliability of the forecast probabilities,

CCVobs

1.0

POPfcst

0.20

CAVG fcst

10.0

CCVfcst

1.0

RHO

0.8

RMScens = [ (1/n) j (Fobs - Fu niform) 2 ]1/2

correlation between forecasts and observation s is
assumed to be 0.80. The effect of parameter
unc ertainty for less skillful forecasts has not been
studied.
Different length s of forec ast archive were
considered in m ultiples of 3 0-day (i.e. m onthly)
increm ents .
The multiples were taken as the
geom etric series of 1,4,16,64 and 256 m onths . It is
assumed that there are 30 independent events in
each month. The number of replicates of parameter
values for each arch ive duration was dec reas ed w ith
increasing arch ive duration bec aus e un certainty
diminishes with increasing archive length. Therefore,
fewer replica tes are needed to achieve the same
accuracy in the simulation result. The num ber of
replicates followed the reverse geom etric series with
256 replicates for a 1-m onth archive and only 1
replicate for the 256 month archive.
The referenc e da ta set also had a duration of
256 months. All of the results from the simulated 256
day archive were very close to the results for the
reference data s et s o it is clear that the uncertainty in
the longest simulated archive is negligible.
The main interest in this study is in how
parameter uncertainty caused by limited length of
forecast data archives affects forecast performance.
One illustration o f the effec t of lim ited arc hive len gth
on model parameter is shown in Figure 3.
The
standard deviation of error in param eter CAVGfcst,
expressed as percent of the mean, decreases from
45 percent for a 1 -m onth equ ivalent len gth arch ive to
less than 10 percent for an arch ive of 12-months or
more.
Parameter uncertainty has two effects on
ensem ble verification statistics. One is to diminish
the mean value of skill scores. The o ther is to
introduce uncertainty in skill scores so there is a

(3)

where n is the num ber o f ens em ble forecasts
corresponding to observed precipitation events.
A similar reliability diagram can be
constructed to m eas ure th e reliab ility of pro bab ility of
precipitation (POP) forecasts. This involves use of
several POP forecast categories. The corresponding
sta tistic is RMSpop that measures the RMS deviation
of observed relative frequency of precipitation
occurring from the mean PO P forecast value for each
categ ory.
6. EXAMPLE SIMULATION RESULTS
An example numerical simulation was made
for a given climatological scenario and for a re latively
highly skillful short term prec ipitation fo recast. T he
assumed param eters are in Table 1.
These param ete rs are typical of da ily
precipitation. The daily mean precipitation would be
0.20 * 10 = 2 mm /day or 730 mm /yr. In this example,
the forecast and observed climatologies are assumed
to be the same, but they could have been different
with out m ajo r effect o n the re sults. T he anom aly
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substantial chance a given archive could reduce the
sk ill score by chance owing to the shortness of the
archive. It is possible to estimate both effects by
mak ing replicate simulations for each archive
dura tion.
Figure 4 shows the “reliable” value of EnsSS
vs archive length. Th e “reliable” skill score shown in
Figure 4 is equal to the mean skill score minus one
standard deviation of the skill score uncertainty. If
EnsSS is negative it would be better to replace the
entire precipitation ensemble forecast with the
climatological distributio n than to use the ensem ble
derive d from the atm osp heric forecas t
Figure 5 shows how the “reliable” value of the
sk ill score for predicting the mean value of the
conditional part of distribution of precipitation,
CEnsSS, dep end s on arch ive leng th. This figure
shows that sk ill in short ra nge ensem ble precipitation
forecas ts of probability of precip itation amounts can
be very significantly reduced unless there is ade qua te
archive data to estimate m ode l param eters . If
CEnsSS is negative, it would be better to replace the
conditional part of the ensemble forecast with the
climatological distribution of wet precipitation events.
Figure 6 shows how the “reliable” value of
the Bier skill score (BSS) depends on the archive
record length. This is the average BSS minus one
standard deviation of the uncertainty in the BSS.
Figure 7 shows how the reliability of
co nd itional pre cip itation probability forecasts
(RMSc ens) varies with archive length.
The
probability RMS error in this figure is equal to the
mean error plus one standard deviation of the
uncertainty in the error.
Figure 8 shows how the reliability of
prob ability of precipitation forecasts RMSpop
depends on archive length. The RMS values shown
are the mean error plus one standard deviation of the
uncertainty in the error
Tog ether, Figures 3-8 s ugg est that at least a
one year-equivalent length of independent daily
observa tions is needed to reduce the effect of
parameter uncertainty to a m inim um level. T his res ult
depends on the assum ed clim atology and on
determ inistic forecas t skill. Because climatology and
forecas t skill vary seas ona lly, it is not poss ible to get
365 independent daily observa tion s from a single
calendar year archive. At best it m ay be p oss ible to
combine days together in a 90 day window to reduce
the requ ired actua l archive leng th to about 4 calendar
years.

Figure 4 - Effect of archive length on
ensemble skill score (EnsSS)

Figure 5 - Effect of archive length on conditional
ensemble skill score (CEnsSS)

Figure 6 - Effe ct o f archive length on Brier sk ill
score (BSS)
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lengths of forecast archive. These results depend on
the assum ed climatology and determ inis tic forecast
sk ill. Additional study is needed to understand how
the required archive length depends on these
assumptions.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Reliable ensemble streamflow prediction
requires unbiased ensem ble precipitation forecasts as
input to hydrologic forecast models.
Statistical
preprocessing techniques can rem ove biases in
meteorological forecasts to m eet this requirem ent.
But these techniques have parameters that m ust be
estimated using historical forecast archives. The
resulting preprocessing techniques are only valid if
they are applied to forecasts from the same system
that produced the archive.
A num erical simulation procedure can be
used to assess how limited archive length influences
both parameter uncertainty and skill of ensem ble
precipitation forecasts d erived from determ inistic
meteorological forecasts.
About 4 calendar years of forecast archive
are requ ired to m inim ize the e ffec t of un certainty in
parameter values on foreca st verification statistics.
Sk ill in forecasts of conditional probability of
precipitation (CEn sSS) are very sensitive to short
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